HOW TO ARRIVE AT THE FOUNTAIN
Bus Route
From wherever you are arriving by bus, please reach the new bus stand at Krishnagiri.
Get a share auto from outside the bus stand to the left and go to Roundana (Circle) paying
Rs. 5 – 8.
From Roundana Take a town bus to Bargur that goes via Sundampatti paying Rs. 4. Alight at
Sundampatti bus stop and looking to your left you will find a church and a bell tower by the
main road. Enter the church compound and reach the last building which is Vidivelli.
Those who are coming from Chennai by bus may get down at Salem Bypass Stop. From
there get a share auto to Sundampatti church that is about 3 km away or take the Burgur town
bus and get down at Sundampatti bus stop paying Rs. 4.

Train Route
Those coming from Bangalore and Mysore can arrive at Hosur and from there take a bus to
Krishnagiri that takes an hour.
Those who are coming from Kerala, Madurai, Coimbatore, and Trichy can arrive at
Dharmapuri or Jolarpet depending upon the trains and from there take a bus that will take an
hour to Krishnagiri.
3. Those coming from Chennai can reach Jolarpet and from there take a bus to Krishnagiri that
takes an hour.

Arriving by Auto
From the new bus stand take an auto paying Rs. 120 or 130 and ask for Sundampatti
Church. Enter the church compound and reach the last building which is Vidivelli. Here is an
auto driver’s mobile number: Mr. Thambrose (7598076264) or you may employ anyone.

N.B.:
1. Those who are arriving at Krishnagiri for the first time, it is good to take an auto from
the new bus stand to Vidivelli, Sundampatti Church.
2. Those who arrive at night can avail themselves of the auto services, because from
9.30 p.m. to 06.00 a.m. there are no town bus services.
 Please look at the Bus Route of the Fountain in the following page.
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